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Washington Greets the Troops

After his appointment as Commander-in-Chief in Philadelphia, Washington traveled to Cambridge, Massachusetts, to take command
of the newly formed Continental Army. He found many problems awaiting him, including smallpox. Print by Currier and Ives, 1876.
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Smallpox at the Siege of Boston:

“Vigilance against this most dangerous Enemy”
Ann M. Becker

Abstract: In 1775 smallpox created severe problems for the newly created

Continental Army assembled outside Boston and significantly affected
General George Washington’s military strategy during the Siege of Boston.
The existence of this deadly disease in epidemic proportions precluded an
American attack. This factor, along with suspected biological warfare by the
British, forced Washington to maintain a nine-month siege. Washington
took extreme care to protect his army from smallpox as evidenced by his
cautious moves, designed to limit the exposure of his troops to the disease.
These efforts highlight his concern over its destructive effect on his troops.
Washington’s policies of containment and inoculation developed as a
response to the impact that smallpox epidemics had on his ability to wage
war. Much of his early military strategizing and administrative effort
was put toward solving the problems smallpox caused for his troops and
ensuring a healthy, reliable military force capable of fighting effectively. The
author concludes that Washington’s vigilance in segregating those infected
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with the disease and his use of selective inoculation were critical factors
in preventing a disastrous epidemic among the troops and militia outside
Boston during the siege. Dr. Ann M. Becker’s fascinating article draws
from her in-depth dissertation, “Smallpox in Washington’s Army: the
Strategic Implications of the Disease during the American Revolutionary
War.”
*****
Historians of the American Revolution often fail to consider the impact
of smallpox on the war, though military leaders on both sides of the conflict
were preoccupied with preventing a smallpox outbreak, and their tactics and
strategies were influenced by the disease. In June 1775, George Washington
(1732–1799) was appointed commander in chief of the Continental Army
by the Second Continental Congress at Philadelphia. When he arrived
in Boston on July 2, 1775, he found many problems awaiting him as he
assumed command, not least among them smallpox.1 He was extremely
anxious to prevent the variola virus, which causes smallpox, from spreading
among his soldiers, not only for the obvious reason that an epidemic among
the troops would wreak havoc with his ability to fight the British and might
threaten the very existence of his army, but because fear of smallpox might
retard enlistment in the new army. Washington thus made the health of his
troops one of his top priorities as he instituted new policies and enforced
his own methods of discipline on the disjointed, unorganized soldiers he
found before Boston. He ordered strict enforcement of numerous directives
regarding proper housing, food, and cleanliness, as evidenced by his orders
and correspondence, to contain and control the smallpox contagion. 2 It
was the largest threat to the health of the army massed outside Boston, and
Washington himself recognized it as an enemy of the greatest magnitude.
Washington took steps to contain and control the infection from his
earliest days near Boston.3 The presence of smallpox influenced his decision
to maintain the siege rather than take more aggressive action. In fact, the
British ensured American inaction by intentionally introducing the variola
virus into military camps outside Boston. This early use of biological warfare
precipitated a smallpox epidemic in Massachusetts in 1776. The failure of
various traditional methods of smallpox containment led directly to the use
of inoculation, or variolation, and, for the first time, citizens and soldiers
were authorized to use the procedure during a two-week period in July. 4
Smallpox proved a formidable foe for the combatants during the first years
of the war. This article details efforts to monitor and contain the spread of
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smallpox, with particular emphasis on the diligent attempts by both armies
to control its impact on military events during the long siege.
SMALLPOX IN THE COLONIES
The American colonies had suffered periodic epidemics of smallpox since
their founding. In the seventeenth century, Boston suffered six epidemics,
the worst of which occurred in 1721, when methods traditionally used to
prevent the spread of diseases, such as quarantine and isolation, failed to
contain it. Out of a population of 11,000, over 6,000 cases were reported.
Though inoculation was commonly practiced in other parts of the world by
the early eighteenth century, it was only beginning to be discussed in the
colonies. The practice of inoculation was based on the simple observation
that those who survived smallpox, whether they had a moderate or severe
case, were significantly less likely to contract the disease again.
Variolation was described in 1716, in the British Royal Society’s
Philosophical Transactions, in an article entitled “An account, or History,
of Procuring the SMALL POX by Incision or Inoculation; as It Has for
Some Time Been Practised at Constantinople,” by the Greek-born physician
Emanuel Timon. In 1721, Cotton Mather, who had learned about the practice
from his West African slave Onesimus and sought further verification of
its efficacy from other Africans in Boston, campaigned for the systematic
use of inoculation, prompting fierce public debate.5 Mather concluded that
the practice was safe.6 He explained his confidence in it, writing about the
ancient practice in Africa, “where the Poor Creatures dy of the Small-Pox like
Rotten Sheep, a Merciful GOD has taught then an Infallible Praeservative.
Tis a common Practive, and is attended with a Constant Success.”7
In the procedure, contagious matter taken from an active smallpox lesion
was placed into a small incision made in the body of a healthy person. A
mild, though contagious, case of the disease generally resulted, with much
higher rates of recovery than was normal for naturally acquired smallpox,
i.e., from ordinary exposure to the infection.8 Unless carefully managed and
strictly controlled, however, inoculation threatened many with smallpox
while offering protective immunity for only a few fortunate individuals.9
Inoculation was first effectively used in 1721 by Dr. Zabdiel Boylston and
would save many lives during the 1752 Boston epidemic, but “it failed to
realize its potential ability to reduce the community’s death rate.”10
In Boston, strict quarantine regulations combined with notification
laws had managed to confine outbreaks of smallpox, resulting in periodic
epidemics that mostly affected poorer residents. Wealthy Bostonians were
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“An Historical Account of the Small-Pox Inoculated in
New England,” by Cotton Mather
In 1721, Cotton Mather, who had learned about the practice from his West
African slave Onesimus campaigned for the systematic use of inoculation,
prompting fierce public debate. Inoculation was a controversial procedure
that involved inserting live smallpox virus into an incision, in the hopes that
the patient would obtain a mild case of the disease, thus making him or her
immune. Mather concluded that the practice was safe.
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able to avoid the disease by leaving town when smallpox appeared, or by
taking advantage of lax inoculation laws in other colonies. Civil authorities
were anxious to avoid the use of inoculation, except as a last resort in the
face of a certain epidemic, and had been relatively successful in controlling
smallpox using methods of containment developed decades earlier. By the
1760s, the success of variolation as a preventive medical procedure had been
established. However, most New England towns and villages had been able
to avoid the contagion altogether for long periods of time due to their relative
isolation, and the introduction of smallpox into a community deliberately
through use of inoculation was still not popular.11
For the British, however, the situation was different. The disease was endemic
in many parts of England and usually affected children in urban areas. British
soldiers were routinely carriers of the infection, spreading the variola virus
wherever they were stationed.12 Nevertheless, the disease caused problems among
soldiers fighting in the colonies. During the French and Indian War (1754–1763),
when seven out of nine infantrymen contracted the disease, and one in four died
from it, British Doctor Richard Brocklesby noted, “I find that 2 out of 9 soldiers
have not had smallpox.”13 This left many of them liable to contract smallpox if
not inoculated. In addition, family members who accompanied the troops often
included young children or wives who had not yet been exposed to the contagion.
As a result, by the 1770s, the British Army would, unlike colonial forces, routinely
inoculate its troops against smallpox.
American opposition to inoculation remained strong through the 1760s and
1770s, even as incidences of smallpox were becoming more frequent in Boston.14
Inoculation hospitals, relatively common in other colonies, were only permitted in
New England under special circumstances and on a temporary basis. Colonists,
while aware that smallpox from inoculation was less dangerous than the disease
contracted naturally, still hoped to avoid the virus altogether. They preferred
to reduce their chances of catching smallpox by relying solely on notification
and quarantine regulations and prohibiting inoculation, which many correctly
believed would spread the illness. Future president and revolutionary leader John
Adams (1736–1826), however, was a proponent of inoculation and underwent
the procedure in Boston in 1764. He wrote of the successful procedure: “I believe
None of the Race of Adams, ever passed the small Pox, with fewer Pains, Aches,
Qualms, or with less smart than I have done.”15
RISING COLONIAL TENSION
Increasing discord and rebellious acts on the part of the thirteen original
colonies had taxed Britain’s ability to control her colonial possessions;
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Massachusetts, in particular, was a hotbed of anti-British activity. British
troops sent to enforce customs laws arrived in Boston in October and
November, 1768, and again in April, 1769. Smallpox was present almost
constantly in Boston while British troops were stationed there from 1768
to 1770. Soldiers were quartered in private homes, encamped on the Boston
Common, and ensconced in the State House and Faneuil Hall.16
Managing smallpox was one of the duties of Major General Thomas Gage
(1719–1787), who had become commander in chief of the British Army
in North America in November, 1763, replacing Jeffrey Amherst. Town
selectmen and military authorities worked closely with him to control the
spreading menace. By carefully screening the crew of newly arrived vessels
for any sign of smallpox, and isolating its victims, local officials hoped to
contain the disease. Public health initiatives, however, proved ineffective. By
July 1769, smallpox had reached epidemic proportions. On July 25, John
Boyle, a Boston printer and publisher, noted, “a number of Families in Town
have lately been visited with the Small-Pox, but ‘tis hoped a stop will be
speedily put to the progress of the Distemper.”17
Bostonians had suffered the presence of the British troops quartered
among them with grudging acceptance for several years. Public sentiment
against the presence of troops was high, and the soldiers experienced much
harassment. Tensions erupted periodically, and the situation reached a crisis
point in 1770 with the Boston Massacre. As a result of the British firing into
a mob and killing five citizens, a local committee petitioned acting Governor
Thomas Hutchinson (1711–1780), for “the Immediate Removal of all the
Troops from the Town of Boston, as nothing else could restore the peace
of the Town and prevent Blood and Carnage.” Gage reluctantly sent the
Twenty-Ninth and Fourteenth regiments to Castle Island outside town, and
the Twenty-Ninth was eventually sent to New Jersey.18 With the troops gone,
incidents of smallpox subsided temporarily.
In September 1774, Gage withdrew his garrisons from New York, New
Jersey, Philadelphia, Halifax, and Newfoundland and brought them to
Boston.19 Upon the return of British troops, and after the British Parliament
passed the Coercive (or Intolerable) Acts, repeated outbreaks of smallpox again
affected British soldiers and Bostonians alike.20 The inoculation policies of the
British were not sufficient to completely protect their soldiers. In September,
Gage informed George Legge, 3rd Earl of Dartmouth (1755–1810), that while
the British had initially hoped to contain the outbreak in Boston, “it is now
so universal there is no knowing where to apply a remedy.”21 In November,
children in a home billeting British soldiers contracted smallpox, and soon
rumors circulated that soldiers were inoculating their families, prompting
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concern among Bostonians.22 British Army medical procedures were subject
to the civil restrictions town selectmen had instituted, which prohibited use
of the procedure except when an epidemic threatened. The local selectmen
rigorously enforced their preferred methods—quarantining victims—and
restricted the use of inoculation with Gage’s support.
But these restrictions on inoculation allowed smallpox to spread among
the British soldiers stationed in Boston. The two final months of 1774 saw
additional cases of smallpox among British troops; the governor isolated
victims of the disease on a transport vehicle in the harbor.23 As the New
Year dawned, the disease continued to spread among British soldiers and
Americans residing in and around Boston. Soon local and military authorities
lost the battle to control the disease. Boyle reported on January 26, 1775,
that “the Small-pox is now in several parts of the Town—and many persons
have been removed to the Hospital—but no endeavors will be wanting to
prevent its spreading.”24
Dr. Robert Honyman traveled to Boston in the spring of 1775, and
commented that usually Bostonians were “very careful to keep it out of the
town” but now there were about twenty residents ill with the disease.25 By
March 28, with forty-three residents ill, Boyle reported, “A Town-Meeting
was called to know the Minds of the Inhabitants respecting permission
being granted for Innoculation.” But the still controversial measure was not
approved: “it was voted that the Select-Men be desired to continue their
Vigilance to prevent a spread of the Distemper,” and forgo inoculation for
the time being.26 To prevent illicit inoculations, Bostonians requested that
“the Law relative to the concealing & spreading of Infectious Distempers,
be put into Execution against any Persons, who shall make Attempts of that
Nature, by Innoculation, or in any other way.” Pertinent sections of the law
and proceedings of the meeting were subsequently made public, to prevent
anyone from pleading ignorance of the law.27
WAR AND TACTICS OR GERM WARFARE?
While Boston in 1774 was a city under British occupation, American
colonists had long experienced the presence of the British Army in their
midst. During the French and Indian War, American provincial militias had
fought alongside the “redcoats” in many campaigns. Numerous revolutionary
military leaders served with the British Army from 1756 to 1763, with
varying levels of distinction. British Major General Jeffrey Amherst (1717–
1797), commander in chief at the British siege of Louisbourg in Canada
(1758), later became the military commander of British forces in North
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America. Amherst trained American military officers Israel Putnam, Ethan
Allen, Richard Montgomery, Charles Lee, Philip Schuyler, John Stark, and
Benedict Arnold.28 Washington had served as a militia adjutant general
in Virginia under the British during the French and Indian War and held
the rank of major.29 Significantly, many of the military officers who served
under Amherst participated in American efforts to fight smallpox during the
Revolutionary War.
Rumors of British attempts to purposely spread the disease emerged as the
war began. The London Evening Post published a 1775 letter from a Boston
correspondent who claimed that British “soldiers try all they can to spread
the smallpox, but I hope they will be disappointed. One of their officers
inoculated his whole family without letting any person know it.” Although
the officer’s actions might be explained as simply protecting himself and his
family, the correspondent’s suggestions that they “try all they can” to spread
smallpox, and inoculate in secret, suggests sinister motives, i.e., biological
warfare. In fact, British soldiers were routinely inoculated if the variola
virus was present, notwithstanding strict New England laws and military
sanctions against the practice. Whether this officer had a nefarious motive
cannot be determined, yet the belief that the British were capable of such
perfidy was widely held by American colonists.30
British use of smallpox as a tool for biological warfare has been traced
directly to British actions during Pontiac’s rebellion (1763), which followed
the Seven Years’ War (1755–1763). Amherst, on being told smallpox had
erupted among British troops at Fort Pitt, wrote to Colonel Henry Bouquet,
the ranking officer on the Pennsylvania frontier: “Could it not be Contrived
to Send the Small Pox among those Disaffected Tribes of Indians?” Amherst
later told Bouquet, “You will Do well to try to Inoculate the Indians... as
well as to try Every other Method that can serve to Extirpate this Execrable
Race.”31 In May 1763, militia commander William Trent noted that he gave
a visiting Indian delegation “two Blankets and a Handkerchief out of the
Small Pox Hospital. I hope it will have the desired effect,” which obviously
was to introduce smallpox among Native Americans.32 The disease did break
out during the summer of 1763, killing many of the Indians outside Fort
Pitt.
Other military commanders followed this policy as well. Soon after
replacing Amherst, Gage approved a 1763 bill for “Sundries got to Replace
in kind those, which were taken from people in the Hospital to Convey the
Smallpox to the Indians.”33 Clearly, British officers justified these actions by
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the need to subdue their enemies, who were deemed uncivilized. Amherst
wrote in 1763:
I cannot but wish, that Whenever we have any of the Savages in
our Power, who have in so Treacherous a way Committed any
Barbarities on our People, a Quick Retaliation may be made,
without the least Exception or hesitation.34
Any and all means, then, were acceptable to the British when seeking to
destroy the Native Americans. Consequently, Americans were keenly aware
of the possible use of germ warfare. As early as May 1775, colonists feared
the British might resort to the tactics used earlier against Native Americans.
Seth Pomeroy, British military commander in chief at Boston in 1775 (who
knew Gage during the Seven Years’ War), wrote: “If it is In General Gage[’]
s power I expect he will Send ye Small pox Into ye Army.”35 In 1777, Robert
Donkin, a British officer, published a book in which he suggested a strategy
to defeat the Americans: “Dip arrows in matter of smallpox, and twang them
at the American rebels. . . . This would . . . disband these stubborn, ignorant,
enthusiastic savages. . . . Such is their dread and fear of that disorder.”36 His
use of the term “savages” supports the idea that germ warfare would have
been justified against the Americans according to military parameters of the
time. Prior use of smallpox against Native American enemies, contemporary
accounts of the advantages of germ warfare, and eighteenth-century military
culture support the contention that the smallpox virus was intentionally
introduced by the British during the occupation of Boston. British soldiers
felt superior to their American counterparts, and many believed the rebellion
to be a criminal act, deserving of harsh punishment.37 Though difficult to
prove, the use of germ warfare cannot be dismissed.
Furthermore, General Washington himself believed it likely that the
British were intentionally introducing the disease among the continental
forces. Rumors to this effect were rife in and around Boston; it was held to be
an effort to weaken the army and destroy its effectiveness. In a report to the
provincial Council of Massachusetts on December 3, 1775, aide-de-camp
Robert H. Harrison reported:
Four [British] deserters have just arrived at headquarters giving
an account that several persons are to be sent out of Boston .
. . that have lately been inoculated with the smallpox, with the
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design, probably, to spread infection to distress us as much as
possible.38
THE SIEGE CONTINUES
As smallpox erupted in Boston, the move toward open hostilities
continued. With tensions increased between the colonies and British
authorities, the Provincial Congress in Massachusetts took control of the
local militia and established organizations of minutemen, ready to act at a
moment’s notice. Ammunition and other military stores were secured and
stockpiled at a depot in Concord, Massachusetts, twenty miles northwest
of Boston. In response, Gage attempted to destroy this stockpile, leading to
the opening shots of the American Revolution at Lexington and Concord on
April 19, 1775. Couriers carried news of the battle throughout the colonies,
and New England militia companies converged outside Boston within days.
On April 23, the Massachusetts Provincial Congress resolved to raise a
volunteer army. It convinced the New England colonies to follow suit and to
establish and administer their own military forces to replace the unorganized
militia forces.
After the revolution was ignited, Gage “cut off all Communication
between the Town and Country, by shutting up the Avenues both by
Land and Water.” With “upwards of 20,000” American militia massed at
Roxbury and Cambridge by the end of the month, the city was effectively
“shut up.”39 While many prosperous Bostonians were able to affect a move,
poorer residents were forced to remain in the smallpox-ridden town. General
orders of April 22, 1775 directed American Captain Brown of Watertown,
approximately ten miles from Boston, “to appoint a proper guardhouse for
stragglers and persons to guard them who have had the small-pox, that the
distemper may thereby be prevented from spreading among the inhabitants”
of that town. Presumably, military authorities feared that British prisoners
taken during the retreat from Lexington and Concord might be a source of
infection, as smallpox was present in Boston.40
By June 1775, a loose coalition of New England troops, led by four
individual commanders managed by General Artemas Ward, was functioning
outside Boston.41 The army acted under the direction of the Massachusetts
Committee of Safety and Council of War, chaired by William Henshaw. The
war council authorized the occupation of Bunker Hill on June 15, 1775. As
a result of a request by the Massachusetts Provincial Council made on May
11, 1775, the Second Continental Congress officially adopted these forces as
the Continental Army, days after the Battle of Bunker Hill on June 17. The

The first major fight between British and American troops occurred at Boston in the Battle of Bunker Hill two weeks before
George Washington took command at Cambridge. On the third attack the British succeeded in taking the hill, but at a loss
of half their force, over a thousand casualties. The colonists lost an estimated four hundred men.
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Philadelphia Congress assumed control and direction of the forces outside
Boston and appointed Washington commander in chief on June 15, 1775.42
On July 20, the new commander informed John Hancock, President
of the Continental Congress, of his “particular” attentiveness to the “least
symptoms of smallpox” and reported success in containing the disease “as to
prevent any Communication” as well as “any Apprehension or Alarm it might
give in the camp.” Washington promised, “We shall continue the utmost
vigilance against this most dangerous Enemy.”43 His characterization of
smallpox as an “enemy” of the American cause shows his concern that it had
the capacity to destroy the Continental Army. An “enemy” is an opponent
to be overcome; for Washington, smallpox ranked alongside the British, his
military adversary, as threats to his army, and therefore the colonies and
the revolution. By acknowledging both the British and the virus as such, he
articulated the significant danger he faced from both enemies.
The outbreak of war marked the beginning of a new wave of smallpox
epidemics. The containment of smallpox became a vital military issue that
continued to grow in importance. Immediately, the new army had to prevent
a smallpox epidemic in addition to organizing, feeding, and caring for the
medical needs of its soldiers.44 A task that grew more difficult as the war went
on as:
The movement of massive numbers of troops over large areas of
the country, the evacuation of civilians in the face of proximate
battles, and the influx of recruits and veterans in and out of towns
and villages precluded use of formerly effective public health
strategies.
In June 1775, a smallpox victim who appeared near the Patriot camps at
Cambridge was taken “to the house of Ebenezer Smith, in Little Cambridge,
wherein the Small-Pox has lately been.”45 At the same time, the Provincial
Congress of Massachusetts Bay established hospitals for the care of the sick
and wounded soldiers of the new colonial army. Authorities took care to
isolate contagious cases, and all suspected smallpox victims were removed
from military camps. The Congress specifically ordered Dr. Isaac Foster to
“take such precautions respecting the smallpox hospitals, as may be necessary
for the prevention and spread of that epidemic disorder in the camp and
elsewhere.”46
By June 20, a smallpox hospital had been established in Cambridge,
where “Sergeant Green and John Roch” were given “command of the guard”
and directed to “keep a sentry at the gate, who is to permit no person to go in
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or out” This “very strict guard” was to “be constantly kept at said hospital; to
prevent smallpox from spreading among the citizens of Cambridge, and the
soldiers stationed there.” On June 27, 1775, the Provincial Congress directed
the hospital committee to “provide another hospital, to be appropriated solely
for such of the army as may be taken with the smallpox, and to consider
what measures may be taken to prevent the spreading of that distemper.”47
The Congress added two additional doctors to the committee, “appointed
to consider some measures to prevent the spreading of the small pox.” The
committee was directed to meet again on June 30, to consider additional
preventive measures.48
SMALLPOX IN BOSTON
Through the spring and summer of 1775, civil and military authorities
worked to check the spread of smallpox in the beleaguered city of Boston
by carefully checking refugees and isolating any cases found among British
troops.49 The Massachusetts House of Representatives authorized the
formation of a committee “to repair to Chelsea, to take some measures
for providing for such inhabitants, and guarding against the small-pox.”50
British soldiers continued to succumb to the disease. “It is said that they are
very sickly; the putrid fever, small-pox and dysentery prevail amongst them,”
wrote a Boston lady in August.51
On June 29, 1775, the Massachusetts Committee of Safety discussed “the
danger of the Small-Pox spreading in the American Army,” [italics in original]
and feared the “very fatal consequences to this Colony and Continent”
if smallpox were allowed to proliferate among the troops outside Boston.
The committee resolved to ask Congress “to take such speedy and effectual
measures to prevent a communication of that very dangerous and distressing
distemper from the Small-Pox Hospital to the Army, or to the inhabitants
of this Colony.”52 Most remaining patriots in Boston were “of the humbler
sort, trades-people and artisans,” since wealthier residents had fled the city.
A count of residents in July showed a total of 6,573 inhabitants, exclusive of
British troops, their wives, children, and various camp followers.53
Upon arriving at Boston on July 2, Washington immediately issued
general orders that demonstrated his concern that rampant smallpox posed
for his army. He wrote: “some suitable person in each company . . . inspect
said company daily” for “any symptoms of the smallpox” among the troops. If
infected, soldiers were to be “immediately removed.”54 Washington’s personal
experience played an important role in his attitude and understanding of
variola. While traveling in Barbados in November 1751 with his brother
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Laurence, Washington himself was stricken with smallpox. Only nineteen
years old then, he was confined with the illness for twenty-six days. He
suffered greatly, was permanently pockmarked, and developed lifelong
immunity. He may also have been rendered incapable of fathering children,
as modern scientists have documented infertility as a complication of
smallpox.55
As he maintained his siege against the British in Boston, the American
commander in chief exercised every precaution to prevent his troops from
being exposed to smallpox. Newly recruited soldiers, recently arrived from
outlying rural areas, had not yet succumbed to various camp afflictions that
became so debilitating later in the war. Washington wrote in July 1775: “I
have the satisfaction to find the Troops . . . very healthy.”56 Even though
they were comfortably dressed, well-fed, and healthy, these men were still
susceptible to the disease. Dr. Benjamin Rush later noted that epidemics
arose with the “sudden assembling of a great number of persons together of
different habits and manners, such as the soldiers of the American army were
in the years of 1776 and 1777.”57
Throughout the nearly eleven-month siege, Washington restricted camp
access, checked refugees, and isolated his troops from the contagion to avoid
spread of the disease. Dr. Hall Jackson, assigned with General John Sullivan
at Winter Hill, described the medical situation in July 1775: “Once in a while
a person breaks out with a small Pox and are removed. . . . Not a surgeon
in Sullivan’s brigade has had the Disease.” With even medical professionals
unprotected, the army exercised extreme caution toward variola.58 Abigail
Adams remarked about the disease, “the desolation of War is not so distressing
as the Havock made by the pestilence.”59 In October 1775, American Samuel
Bixby reported that a British deserter, “came in last night, and reported that
it is sickly in Boston.”60
Besides smallpox, there were other significant factors that affected
Washington’s military strategy during the Siege of Boston, among them
supplies of artillery and manpower. Indicating that his primary strategic
goal was to contain the British and protect his army, he wrote: “To prevent
them from penetrating into the country with fire, and to harass them
if they do, is all that is expected of me.”61 Early in the siege, however, he
argued with his council of war for a more active stance against the British,
but he did not succeed. He held three military councils to discuss the need
for aggressive action in September and October, but failed to convince his
subordinates because of the lack of men, powder, and artillery. He hoped to
“make a successful attack upon the Troops in Boston, by means of Boats”
in September.62 As the siege continued, however, the presence of smallpox
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became increasingly important in determining Washington’s military
actions. With an epidemic raging in Boston, he was forced to reconsider his
initial desire to attack the British and maintain a more cautious approach.
Thus he chose to wait out the British rather than risk exposing his troops to
smallpox through an offensive maneuver.63
The British were unaware of Washington’s dilemma, however, and
anticipated an American assault at any time. In September 1775, British
authorities believed, based on reports from American deserters, that “it is
still the Determination of the Rebels to attack us.” On September 26, several
additional deserters maintained that there would soon be an attack, and on
October 22, the British were told, “General Washington threatens to take his
Winter Quarters in Boston.” Thus, British soldiers continued to expect an
American assault on their defensive position in the town.64
IMPACT ON BRITISH TROOPS
British troops experienced health-related problems throughout the
summer of 1775, including smallpox. This affected military strategy, as did a
lack of soldiers. The most significant problem was troop numbers, which were
reduced due to illness and casualties. At Bunker Hill, 1,054 soldiers died,
nearly half the British forces engaged in battle. In the aftermath, Lord Percy
commented, “Our army is so small that we cannot even afford a victory.”65
Only 440 Americans lost their lives in that battle, which left each side in
essentially the same position they held before. This hard-fought engagement
had a sobering effect on British attitudes about the rebellion and their
own military capabilities. A similar assault on American forces in fortified
positions would not be attempted again without careful consideration of the
benefits and possible consequences.66
In fact, British troops suffered high rates of sickness before and during the
Siege of Boston. Anecdotal evidence shows that soldiers suffered greatly and
died “in considerable numbers” from dysentery, smallpox, and other diseases
and that “officers and soldiers in Boston were much dispirited.”67 In August
1775, Ezekiel Price, Boston selectman and Clerk of the Court of Common
Pleas and Sessions for Suffolk County, noted that there were approximately
6000 regulars in Boston, with 1500 ill.68 According to historian Philip Cash,
the sick and wounded among British soldiers on July 12, 1775 was 14%; on
October 1 was 20%; on November 21 was 23%; and on January 12, 1776
was 18%. (Not until British troops evacuated Boston would the percentage
decline significantly, to only 8% on March 17.)69 Civilians suffered too, with
many evacuees indicating that Bostonians were ill and in need of provisions.70
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Smallpox was also an ongoing problem among the large number of
women and children who were following the royal army. American General
Richard Montgomery (1738–1775) commented in October 1775: “Their
number of women . . . is astonishing.”71 The inability of the British to quarter
camp women and children adequately in Boston led to increased spread of
smallpox. As early as June 1775, Gage had warned, “Notwithstanding the
care that has been taken to Provide the [camp] women with proper places
to stay in, some . . . broke into houses and buildings that were infected with
the Small Pox, by which there is Danger of it spreading through the Town.”72
The need for shelter for these wives and children had, in this case, allowed the
smallpox contagion to spread unchecked among troops and camp followers
alike.
To protect against smallpox, the British Army instituted a voluntary
inoculation program in Boston. In November 1775, Howe ordered: “The
smallpox being likely to spread, it is Recommended . . . the Commanding
Officers . . . have such of their Men Enoculated as have not had it as soon
as possible.”73 On December 1, 1775, British general orders stipulated: “The
Small Pox spreading universally about the Town, makes it necessary for the
safety of the Troops, that such men as are willing, and have not had that
distemper shou’d be inoculated immediately.”74
Soldiers who refused inoculation were quarantined, which necessitated
restricting their interaction with inoculated regulars, and resulted in enforced
isolation for large numbers of troops for weeks at a time. Thus the prevalence
of the disease, the inoculation regimen, and the burden of caring for sick
troops and camp followers reduced the number of effective troops, affecting
the army’s ability to function and reducing Howe’s military options.75 Once
smallpox reached epidemic proportions among troops in Boston and the
inoculation program began, aggressive military action by the British became
increasingly less likely. Although Lord Dartmouth authorized Howe to
use his forces against the Americans by “attacking and doing their utmost
to destroy any towns in which the people should assemble in arms,” the
situation was not conducive to such action.76
This British inactivity during the siege confounded General Washington.
Historians have given many reasons for the British general’s inaction,
including overconfidence, procrastination, or failure to see the importance
of the position.77 It appeared that, although Howe preferred that the rebels
“quit those strong Entrenchments to which alone they may attribute their
present security,” he did not believe his forces to be in immediate danger of
assault in the winter of 1775, nor was he anxious to attack the Americans.78
Through the autumn, Howe did not have sufficient troops in good health
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available to actively engage the enemy, as many of his soldiers were ill with
smallpox, dysentery, and other illnesses. Knowing that an American attack
was unlikely due to the prevalence of smallpox in Boston, Howe chose to
remain in the city and was not in a position to engage in more aggressive
military action due to the lack of an effective fighting force.
Furthermore, without the ability to replace fallen soldiers easily, any
military action that risked losses required careful evaluation in light of
preparations for the upcoming spring campaign. British losses at Chambly,
St. John’s, and Montreal in November 1775 must have disturbed Howe.79 Yet,
by November 22, all but three corps of British troops in Boston had “broke
up camp and gone into Winter Quarters.” On November 23, Washington
reported that when the Americans took possession of Cobble Hill, the
maneuver was “effected without the least opposition from the Enemy . . .
their inactivity on the Occasion is what I cannot account for; It is probable
they are mediating a Blow some where.”80 Howe clearly felt his army was safe
from attack, and he planned to wait for reinforcements expected in the spring
before moving his base of operations from Boston.81 He claimed, “without
the most unforeseen accident,” Boston “would be in no danger from the
enemy during the winter.” Thus the question: Why was he so certain of a
stalemate?82
It was because Howe used every means to prevent an American assault,
which ultimately included facilitating the spread of smallpox. Initially,
the British hoped the mere presence of smallpox in Boston would prevent
an American attack. By inoculating his non-immune troops, the British
commander believed he could protect his army while forestalling aggressive
military action on the part of the Americans: he assumed that Washington
would be loathe to expose his troops to smallpox by assaulting a city suffering
a variola epidemic. However, I propose that a more devious plan to maintain
the status quo can be discerned from Howe’s actions. In October 1775, the
Massachusetts General Court passed a resolution restricting travel out of
Boston, noting “the Smallpox prevails in the Town . . . whereby great danger
is apprehended of spreading that Distemper through the Country by the
ferry at Chelsea being open for the Transportation of the poor and other
Inhabitants.”83 Howe himself prohibited “any of the Inhabitants leaving
the Town, without his special Permission on Pain of Death.” But Howe
suddenly reversed his policy in late November, sending “three hundred of
the Inhabitants of Boston,” out by sea, most of them “destitute of any thing
to help themselves in this inclement Season.” It soon became clear that the
ships full of evacuees headed out of Boston toward other Massachusetts
communities carried the variola virus.84
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Perhaps part of Howe’s rationale was to reduce the drain on the limited
resources available to the besieged British forces, but the timing suggests
that Howe had other motives, namely, to forestall attack by intentionally
introducing smallpox among the American forces outside Boston, effectively
preventing a confrontation Howe was not confident of winning. The general’s
decision to inoculate his troops and send out contagious refugees—along
with reports detailing the American belief that the British were attempting
to infect the colonials with smallpox—support the idea that smallpox was
being used as a military weapon to protect against aggressive American
maneuvers.85
AMERICAN STRATEGY
American military leaders immediately questioned the motive for the
release of refugees by the British and clearly believed it was designed to
spread smallpox. This belief, along with an explosion of smallpox cases in
December, played a role in Washington’s developing military strategy: he
ultimately determined to maintain the siege rather than undertake aggressive
action. He informed Hancock early that month that the British were sending
Bostonian civilians out of the city, and that, “a Sailor says that a Number
of these coming out have been inoculated with the design of Spreading the
Small pox through this Country and Camp.”86
Soon after Howe authorized refugees to leave the city, resident Thomas
Crafts alerted the Massachusetts Council and Washington that, “The smallpox has broken out in two families that came out of Boston on the first
vessels.”87 Although reluctant to believe such perfidy possible of the British,
Washington wrote to the Continental Congress a few days later that he was
forced to give credence to the idea of germ warfare.
The information I received that the Enemy intended spreading
the smallpox amongst us, I could not suppose them capable of; I
now must give some credit to it, as it has made its appearance on
several of those who last came out of Boston.88
Washington reported to Hancock a few days later that, “The small-pox
rages all over the town. Some of the military [British] as had it not before,
are now under inoculation. This, I apprehend, is a weapon of defense they are
using against us.”89 Ezekiel Price reported that “the people who came out last
from Boston and landed at Point Shirley, have the smallpox among them; that
a person at Brookline was taken with it.” Price’s informant reported that Dr.
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Rand (of Boston) had confessed to “effectually given that distemper among
those people,” likely through inoculation.90 British germ warfare had indeed
succeeded: smallpox spread throughout the Massachusetts countryside.
Months later, newspaper reports validated Washington’s belief that
the British had intentionally attempted to spread the disease. In February
1776, the Boston Gazette reported that Thomas Francis, a young indentured
servant, had been inoculated with smallpox and forced by his master to board
a British refugee ship sailing to Port Shirley. As a result of this calculated
(indeed, forced) exposure, several other passengers contracted the disease.91
Washington implored James Otis, president of the Massachusetts
Council, to “have such necessary steps taken as will prevent the infection from
being further communicated.”92 Despite strict orders to the contrary, some
destitute Boston refugees gained access to the military camp at Cambridge.
Washington declared himself to be, “under dreadful apprehensions of their
communicating the small Pox as it is Rief in Boston. I have forbid any of
them coming to this place.” Robert H. Harrison, the general’s aide-de-camp,
informed Colonel Loammi Baldwin at Chelsea of Washington’s desire to
“prevent a measure that may prove of fatal consequences to the army” and
Washington’s intent to imprison any refugee found in camp without special
permission from Washington himself.93 Thus, the deliberate use of smallpox
as a weapon by the British strengthened Washington’s resolve to protect his
army and convinced him to take cautionary maneuvers in the face of this
deadly infection. The Americans used every means at their disposal to thwart
efforts to spread the variola virus. General Gates, in a letter to Artemas Ward,
reported that Washington had “taken every possible precaution in his power
. . . to prevent the Enemy from communicating this infection of the Small
pox to this Army.”94
Washington, and his civil counterparts, were constantly reevaluating
the dangers of smallpox. Beside the immediate impact it would have on
his army were an epidemic to take hold, Washington was concerned that
the presence of smallpox would reduce new enlistment. Immediately after
complaining that “by a fortnight[’]s recruiting amongst men with Arms
in their Hands, how little has been the success,” Washington noted in late
November that, “the small Pox is now in Boston.”95 Fear of the disease clearly
dampened revolutionary ardor among prospective soldiers. The American
army supplemented the many directives regarding smallpox already put in
place by civil authorities. Noting the expulsion of infected refugees, Dr. John
Morgan, recently appointed director general of the army, detailed his plans
to avoid an epidemic among the troops in December.
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And whereas the small-pox hath made its appearance several
times in the army . . . it is highly expedient to fix on a proper
place for conveying such persons . . . and to have a surgeon
and mate of experience kept there continually . . . to prevent its
spreading.96
Morgan later recalled that only extreme caution on the part of medical
and military officials prevented the American forces from “ever receiving an
injury” from smallpox.97 Care was taken throughout the siege to monitor
and control smallpox cases, and policies of containment seemed to have
forestalled an epidemic. By January 1776, Morgan indicated that only
five patients were confined to the army’s smallpox hospital. Caution and
the use of isolation had prevented a massive outbreak of smallpox among
the Americans. Between January and March, the number of convalescent
soldiers cared for in the Cambridge hospital never exceeded twelve, and
weekly admissions were under six.98
Smallpox was under control in the army and outside of it too, as resident
Ezekiel Price said: “the small-pox had almost got through the town, and had
been very favorable.”99 Another council of war in January, however, decided
that the Continental Army still had insufficient numbers and resources to
countenance an attack on Boston, and authorized Washington to call on the
New England colonies of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Connecticut
for reinforcements.100
Washington hoped for authorization from his war council to attack early
in February. The American army had superior strength: 8,797 available men,
with available reserves of 1,405, whereas the British had only 5,000 men fit
for duty (many were still ill with smallpox, by either inoculation or natural
transmission). In addition, the frozen bay and rivers would allow troops to
cross into the city with ease. Washington believed that “a stroke well aim’d
at this critical juncture might put a final end to the War and restore Peace.”
But his war council again disagreed, preferring to wait until additional
militia and powder arrived.101 By February 16, resources were gathered, and
“the prevailing opinion among the officers [was] that our army will soon
attack Boston.”102 Early in March, Washington finally took offensive action
and moved to fortify the strategically important Dorchester Heights, which
would enable American artillery to “command a great part of the Town
and almost the whole Harbour.” Washington believed the attempt to build
entrenchments at Dorchester might even “induce [the British] to hazard
an engagement.”103 Dorchester Hill was so well secured by March 4 that
Washington wrote to Jonathan Trumbull, the governor of Connecticut: “I
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flatter myself it will not be in the power of the enemy to dispossess us.”104
The British reacted by planning an attack the following night, on the
anniversary of the Boston Massacre. Howe hoped to destroy the new
fortifications on Dorchester, but strong winds and a heavy downpour prevented
the British from crossing to the heights. American forces strengthened
their position as the storm continued, rendering a successful British attack
impossible.105 Howe had decided months earlier to leave Boston because
its position as a strategic base was untenable. He had originally planned to
wait at Boston for the arrival of transports to move his army northward, but
American action, combined with unhealthy conditions in Boston, forced a
premature and ignominious departure.106 On March 17, British forces left
Boston with one thousand loyalists and sailed for Halifax, Nova Scotia.107
BRITISH EVACUATION
Given the continued danger smallpox held for the army, Washington
exercised extreme caution once he moved to occupy Boston after the British
evacuation. He believed that the British continued their deliberate efforts
to spread the disease among the Americans even as they evacuated the city,
and soon received confirmation of such a plot. An informant told him,
“our Enemies in that place had laid several schemes for communicating the
infection of the small-pox, to the Continental Army, when they get out of
town.”108 On the afternoon of the day the British sailed away, Boston selectmen
came out to the American lines to alert Washington that “small-pox was in
many places in the Town, and it would not be prudent for Persons who had
not had the Distemper to venture in.” Hence, “when the enemy evacuates the
Town,” Washington ordered, “neither officer, nor Soldier, presume to go into
Boston, without leave... as the enemy with malicious assiduity . . . spread . . .
smallpox through all parts of the town.”109
On March 19, Washington ordered General Israel Putnam to take
possession of the heights outside the city, but specified that the one thousand
men who accompanied him must have already had smallpox.110 This use of
immune troops marked a calculated attempt to control the spread of the
disease and illustrated Washington’s knowledge and understanding of the
disastrous effects the disease could have on his troops. General orders dated
March 20 indicated that, “every possible precaution will be taken to destroy
the infection of the smallpox.” Military physician Dr. James Thacher received
orders “to inoculate for the small-pox, all the soldiers and inhabitants in
town, as a general infection of this terrible disease is apprehended.”111
Despite extraordinary precautions by both military and civilian
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Abigail Adams
Citing the spread of infection through widespread circulation of paper currency, as
well as private inoculations among the colonial soldiers, John Adams’s wife Abigail
sought inoculation for her family.

authorities, the disease spread uncontrollably in and around Boston in
mid-1776. The Council of Massachusetts expressed concern to the Boston
selectmen that “there is a great uneasiness in the minds of the people .
. . that no greater care has been taken to prevent the spreading of the
small-pox.” By the beginning of July, all attempts to control it had failed.
With “many Persons being visited with the Small Pox” a “Stop to its
further Progress” without using inoculation was “tho’t impracticable.”112
The Massachusetts legislature lifted its ban on inoculation for twelve
days in July, but authorized its use only within the confines of Boston.
During this short period, nearly five thousand civilians and military
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personnel were inoculated.113 Surrounding communities were also
exposed to the variola virus, and citizens of these areas eagerly sought
the protection afforded by inoculation, traveling to Boston to undergo
the procedure. Ezekiel Price reported, “It is supposed that persons not
belonging to Boston, and now under inoculation there, make up more
than half the whole.” John Adams’s wife Abigail sought inoculation for
her family, explaining, “Soldiers inoculated privately, so did many of the
inhabitants, and the paper currency spread [smallpox] everywhere.”114
Efforts to eliminate the spread of smallpox were ultimately successful in
Boston, largely due to the use of inoculation.
CONCLUSION
General Washington took extreme care to protect his army from
smallpox during the lengthy Boston campaign. His cautious moves,
designed to limit the exposure of his troops upon occupying the
city, spoke volumes about his concern regarding the potential effects
of smallpox on his troops. Washington’s policies of containment
and inoculation developed as a response to the impact that smallpox
epidemics had had on his ability to wage war. Much of his early
military strategizing and administrative effort was put toward solving
the problems smallpox caused for his troops and ensuring a healthy,
reliable military force capable of fighting effectively. Only Washington’s
vigilance in segregating those infected with the disease and his use of
selective inoculation prevented a disastrous epidemic of smallpox among
the troops and militia outside Boston during the siege. Illustrating the
extreme susceptibility of Continentals to the disease, British writer John
Haygarth wrote in 1793 that, “When General Washington inoculated
his New England Army, there were scarcely men enough free from the
disease, or not liable to take it, to keep guard at the different hospitals.”115
Washington was forced to maintain a nine-month siege as a result
of British attempts to introduce smallpox among American troops, and
the smallpox epidemic in the city, precluded an attack. Washington was
cautious when confronted with the possibility of biological warfare,
altered his military strategy to accommodate the threat, and succeeded in
protecting his army outside Boston from the devastating consequences of
an epidemic during the first year of the war. Efforts to contain smallpox
led eventually to the selective use of inoculation during this campaign.
Although an effective preventive medical procedure, inoculation was
not without danger to the army and civilian population. However,
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low mortality statistics (only one in five hundred soldiers died from
the procedure in Boston in 1776) encouraged General Washington to
require inoculation for the entire Continental Army.116
HJM
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